You are invited to attend the Dr. Philip M. Merlin Memorial Guest Lecture. The Lecture will take place on Wednesday, 20-4-2016 at 13:30 in room 1003 Electrical Engineering Building, Technion City. The Lecture will be presented in English by Prof. Adrian Segall, Technion & Bar Ilan University.

The Lecture will be given in honor of Philip Merlin’s memory, the aim of this talk is to get Technion graduate students interested in this novel thesis topic.

**HDR – EnHAnts – Routing in Energy Harvesting Networks**

EnHAnts – Energy Harvesting Networked Tag Networks are networks with nodes that harvest energy from solar or movement cells. In this work we present HDR – Hysteresis Driven Routing, the first algorithm for routing messages in such networks. In addition to honoring Philip Merlin’s memory, the aim of this talk is to get Technion graduate students interested in this novel thesis topic.
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